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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
All right. We are going to talk about expansion. We have a lot of heavenly configurations during
this week that allow for expansion.
One of the classical ways to think of expansion is the universe growing. Another way to look at it
would be expanding your mind or opening your mind, expanding your territory, maybe taking on
more space, that sort of thing.

I want to work with it in a little different way here. Thinking of expansion in a very balanced way:
what are you ready for? What is your next expansion step?
And in some ways, we expand after we contract. So you might be really in a phase where you need
to sort of pull in all of your resources, reorganize them because we’ve also got some very good
organizing energies happening during this week and then expand out again.
You can take the theme of expansion and just ask Creation to show you means of expansion. So
you’re just observing. “Oh I just saw that person expand their horizons or expand their creativity,”
etc.
So you can just be an observer of expansion as well and then get the teaching that way. So the
theme is expansion. I hope you enjoy watching it unfold.
As always, thank you and my love to you.
Djwhal Khul
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